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Abstract

We study the homogenization of a scalar problem posed in a com-
posite medium made up of two materials, a positive and a negative
one. An important feature is the presence of a flux jump across their
oscillating interface. The main difficulties of this study are due to the
sign-changing coefficients and to the appearance of an unsigned surface
integral term in the variational formulation. A proof by contradiction
(nonstandard in this context) and T−coercivity technics are used in
order to cope with these difficulties.

Key words: Negative materials, Transmission problems, Homogeniza-
tion, Imperfect interfaces, Flux jump.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we study the homogenization of a class of scalar problems
stated in a composite medium made up of two ε-periodically distributed
materials, a positive and a negative one. Here, ε is a small real parameter,
related to the characteristic dimension of our domain. There are two im-
portant features of the problem under study: the sign-changing coefficients
of the two materials and the presence of a flux jump across their interface.
Negative materials are encountered in optics in the framework of metama-
terials, which are composite structures displaying unusual properties (see,
e.g., [28, 27]). Such materials can exhibit, over some frequency ranges, nega-
tive dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability, leading to a negative
index of refraction.

Our goal in this paper is to analyze the limit behaviour, as ε → 0,
of problem (2.3), in which we notice the continuity of the solution and
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the presence of a flux jump on the oscillating interface between the two
constituents. More precisely, the flux jump, given in (2.3)(iv), depends on
the solution uε, on a jump function rε and on a scaling factor εγ , with γ a
real parameter. Up to our knowledge, this is the first mathematical study
of a scalar problem involving flux jump at the interface between a dielectric
and a negative metamaterial. Let us emphasize that, as pointed out in
[22, Chapter 4], there are applications for which the use of more involved
transmission conditions between positive and negative materials is relevant.
For scalar problems posed in composites with two positive constituents, with
continuity of the solution and flux jump across their interface, we refer to
[2, 23, 21, 4, 3].

In the non-elliptic case studied here, the main difficulties consist in prov-
ing the well-posedness of both the microscopic and macroscopic problems,
as well as of the local ones. This is due to the sign-changing coefficients
and to the presence, in the variational formulations, of an unsigned surface
integral term, coming from the special form of the imposed flux jump. To
cope with the lack of coercivity due to the sign-changing coefficients, we
apply T−coercivity technics. The T−coercivity was first used in [9] for the
study of problems with sign-changing coefficients. Since then, such problems
have been studied in several contexts. For instance, we can refer the reader
interested in the analysis of indefinite problems to [6] for scalar transmis-
sion problems, [18] for Helmholtz type problems, [7] for Maxwell’s system,
[24] for a non linear sign-changing problem, [16] for the study of scattering
resonances and [17, 8] for numerical aspects. In the context of the homog-
enization for perfect transmission problems with sign-changing coefficients,
the T−coercivity has been used in [12, 13, 14] for scalar diffusion problems
and in [11] for Maxwell’s system.

In order to overcome the difficulties generated by the presence of the
unsigned term, we use, for the well-posedness and the homogenization re-
sult, a proof by contradiction similar to the one in [11]. More precisely, two
cases which are relevant are studied, namely γ = 1 and γ = 0 in problem
(2.3). For each case, we first establish the homogenization result, by assum-
ing a uniform energy estimate condition. Next, we prove by contradiction
that this uniform energy estimate condition is indeed satisfied, under some
assumptions on the data. These assumptions are related to the contrast
κ between the two conductivities (see (2.2)), that should be large or small
enough, and to the special properties of the jump function r. For elliptic
problems, such a function r was already encountered in perforated domains
in [5] and in two-component domains in [15]. Following the value of γ, its
effect at the limit is seen in the homogenized problems and in the special
form of the corrector (see Theorems 4.2 and 5.1).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the main
notation and set the problem. In Section 3, we recall some results concerning
the homogenization of non-elliptic perfect transmission problems that will
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be used in this paper. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the proof of the
homogenization results in the case of weak coupling (γ = 1 in problem
(2.3)) and, respectively, strong coupling (γ = 0 in problem (2.3)). We give
in Section 6 some concluding remarks and perspectives. Finally, we collect
in the Appendix the definitions of the periodic unfolding operators and their
main properties used throughout the paper (see [19]).

2 Setting of the problem

Figure 1: The composite periodic material and the corresponding reference
cell Y .

Let Ω ⊂ RN (N > 2) be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary
∂Ω and denote by Y = (0, 1)N the reference cell in RN . We suppose that
Y1 and Y2 are two non-empty disjoint connected open subsets of Y such
that Y 2 ⊂ Y and Y = Y1 ∪ Y 2. We also assume that Γ = ∂Y2 is Lipschitz
continuous. For each k ∈ ZN , we set Y k = k+Y , Y k

p = k+Yp, for p ∈ {1, 2},
and Γk = k + Γ.

Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be a sequence of strictly real positive numbers, such that
ε−1 ∈ N∗. The small parameter ε is related to the characteristic dimension
of the spatial variations in our domain. We define, for each p ∈ {1, 2}, the
following sets:

Ωε
p = {x ∈ Ω | x ∈ εY k

p ,k ∈ ZN}, Γε = {x ∈ Ω | x ∈ εΓk,k ∈ ZN}.

We denote by nε the unit outward normal to Ωε
2. This choice of the domain

Ω is made without loss of generality. Indeed, all the results contained in
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this paper hold true for any bounded open set Ω with Lipschitz continuous
boundary ∂Ω.

We consider two real constants a1 and a2 such that a1a2 < 0. Let
a ∈ L∞(R3) denote the function given by

a(y) = a11Y1(y) + a21Y2(y)

and extended by Y−periodicity to the whole of RN . Without loss of gener-
ality, we can suppose that

a1 > 0, a2 < 0 (2.1)

and we define the contrast κ as being the positive number

κ =
∣∣∣a1

a2

∣∣∣ =
a1

|a2|
. (2.2)

We set
aε(x) = a

(x
ε

)
, a.e. in Ω.

For every function v defined on Ω, we set

v1 := v|Ωε
1
, v2 := v|Ωε

2
.

Similarly, for every function v defined on the reference cell Y , we set

v1 := v|Y1 , v2 := v|Y2 .

Let
rε(x) = r

(x
ε

)
a.e. on Γε,

where r is a Y−periodic function in L∞(Γ). Given f ∈ L2(Ω) and a real
number γ, our goal is to analyze the asymptotic behavior, as ε → 0, of the
solution uε of the problem:

−a1∆uε1 = f in Ωε
1,

−a2∆uε2 = f in Ωε
2,

uε1 − uε2 = 0 on Γε,
a1∇uε1 · nε − a2∇uε2 · nε = εγrεuε on Γε,

uε1 = 0 on ∂Ω.

(2.3)

Here, the positive and the negative materials occupy the domains Ωε
1 and Ωε

2,
respectively. Across their common boundary Γε, we notice the continuity
of the solution and the presence of a flux jump. The flux jump, given in
(2.3)(iv), depends on the solution uε, on the jump function rε and on a
scaling factor εγ .

Our goal is to study problem (2.3) for two relevant values of the real
parameter γ, namely γ = 1 and γ = 0. Indeed, in these two cases one keeps
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track of the flux jump in the limit.
The variational formulation of problem (2.3) is the following one: find uε ∈
H1

0 (Ω) such that
Aε(uε, v) = `(v), ∀v ∈ H1

0 (Ω), (2.4)

where the bilinear form Aε : H1
0 (Ω) × H1

0 (Ω) → R and the linear form
` : H1

0 (Ω)→ R are given by

Aε(u, v) =

∫
Ω
aε∇u · ∇v dx+ εγ

∫
Γε

rεuv dσx (2.5)

and

`(v) =

∫
Ω
fv dx,

respectively. Here, the space H1
0 (Ω) is classically endowed with the norm

‖∇u‖L2(Ω). The variational formulation (2.4) can be equivalently written in
the abstract operator form

Aεuε = F,

where Aε ∈ L(H1
0 (Ω)) is given by

Aε := Aε0 + Kε,

in which the operators Aε0 ∈ L(H1
0 (Ω)) and Kε ∈ L(H1

0 (Ω)) are defined by

(∇ (Aε0u) ,∇v)L2(Ω) :=

∫
Ω
aε∇u · ∇v dx, ∀u, v ∈ H1

0 (Ω), (2.6)

(∇ (Kεu) ,∇v)L2(Ω) := εγ
∫

Γε

rεuv dσx, ∀u, v ∈ H1
0 (Ω), (2.7)

and the right-hand side F is such that

(∇F,∇v)L2(Ω) = `(v), ∀v ∈ H1
0 (Ω).

It is worth noticing that the operator Aε0 corresponds to the case without
jump in the flux (the normal trace a∇u · n being continuous through Γε).
The well-posedness of the problem corresponding to the operator Aε0 has
been first studied in [12] and then in [10] and [11]. For reader’s convenience,
we recall in Section 3 some results corresponding to this case that will be
used in what follows.

For any bounded open set D of RN , we denote by H1
per(D) the closure of

C∞per(D) for the norm of H1(D), where C∞per(D) is the subset of functions of

C∞(D) satisfying periodic boundary conditions on ∂D. We introduce the
space H1

per,� defined by

H1
per,�(D) :=

{
ϕ ∈ H1

per(D)
∣∣∣ ∫

Y
ϕdy = 0

}
.
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We also define

MDv(·) =
1

|D|

∫
D
v(·, y) dy, ∀v ∈ L1(Ω×D)

and we set
yM = y −MY (y).

Throughout the paper, C denotes a positive constant, independent of ε,
whose value can change from line to line.

3 Background on the homogenization of non-elliptic
perfect transmission problems

In this section, we collect some results concerning the homogenization of
the operator Aε0 defined by (2.6), which corresponds to the case of a perfect
transmission condition across the interface Γε. In other words, for a given
f in L2(Ω), we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of solutions vε ∈
H1

0 (Ω) of the boundary value problem{
−div (aε∇vε) = f in Ω,

vε = 0 on ∂Ω.
(3.1)

In the elliptic case (i.e. when a1 > 0 and a2 > 0), it is well-known (see,
for instance, [25] or [1, Section 2]) that (3.1) admits a unique solution vε ∈
H1

0 (Ω) that weakly converges in H1
0 (Ω) to the unique solution v ∈ H1

0 (Ω) of
the homogenized problem{

−div
(
ahom∇v

)
= f in Ω,

v = 0 on ∂Ω,
(3.2)

where the entries of the homogenized matrix ahom = (ahom
ij )16i,j6N are given

by

ahom
ij =

∫
Y

(
aij +

N∑
k=1

aik
∂χj

∂yk

)
dy

=

∫
Y
a(y)∇

(
χi + yi

)
· ∇
(
χj + yj

)
dy.

(3.3)

Here, the cell functions χj ∈ H1
per,�(Y ), 1 6 j 6 N , solve the variational

problem∫
Y
a(y)∇χj · ∇χ′dy = (a1 − a2)

∫
Γ
(ej · n)χ′ dσy ∀χ′ ∈ H1

per,�(Y ). (3.4)

Note that χj is the unique solution in H1
per,�(Y ) of the second order equation
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{
−divy

(
a(y)(∇yχj + ej)

)
= 0 in Y,

MY (χj) = 0,

or equivalently, of the following transmission problem :

−∆χj1 = 0 in Y1,

−∆χj2 = 0 in Y2,

χj1 − χ
j
2 = 0 on Γ,

a1∂nχ
j
1 − a2∂nχ

j
2 = −(a1 − a2)(ej · n) on Γ,

MY (χj) = 0,

(3.5)

where χj1 and χj2 denote the restrictions of χj to Y1 and Y2, ej stands for the
jth vector of the canonical basis of RN and n is the outgoing unit normal to
∂Y2.

In the case of sign-changing coefficients studied here (see (2.1)), the
bilinear forms associated with the cell problems, the microscopic problem
becomes indefinite and the homogenization requires the development of new
techniques. It has been shown in [12, 10, 11] that the above homogenization
results are still valid provided that the contrast κ between the two materials
(see (2.2)) is small or large enough. For reader’s convenience, we collect
these results in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Assume that a1 > 0 and a2 < 0 and let κ =
a1

|a2|
. Then,

there exist two positive constants κY and κ′Y (depending only on the geometry
of Y2) such that, for all

0 < κ < 1/κ′Y or κ > κY , (3.6)

the following assertions hold true:

1. The operator Aε0 is uniformly T−coercive as ε tends to zero, i.e. there
exists ε∗ such that for ε ∈ (0, ε∗) and a family of invertible operators
Tε of L(H1

0 (Ω)), there exists α > 0 independent of ε such that:∣∣∣(∇ (Aε0(Tεu)) ,∇u)L2(Ω)

∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
aε∇(Tεu) · ∇udx

∣∣∣∣ > α‖∇u‖L2(Ω),

(3.7)
for all u ∈ H1

0 (Ω). In particular, Aε0 is uniformly invertible as ε tends
to zero, or equivalently, there exists ε∗ such that, for ε ∈ (0, ε∗), prob-
lem (3.1) admits a unique solution vε ∈ H1

0 (Ω) and

‖∇vε‖L2(Ω) 6 C‖f‖L2(Ω),

for some constant C independent of ε.
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2. For every g ∈ L2(Γ), the variational cell problem∫
Y
a(y)∇χj · ∇χ′dy =

∫
Γ
gχ′ dσy, ∀χ′ ∈ H1

per,�(Y ), (3.8)

is well-posed. In particular, the cell problems (3.4), corresponding to
the right-hand sides g = (a1 − a2)(ej · n), are well-posed and the ho-
mogenized matrix (3.3) is thus well-defined.

3. The homogenized matrix (3.3) is positive definite and, hence, the ho-
mogenized problem (3.2) admits a unique solution v ∈ H1

0 (Ω).

4. The sequence vε converges to v weakly in H1
0 (Ω) and strongly in L2(Ω).

The results of Proposition 3.1 have been first obtained in [12] using the
T−coercivity method, in the case of large contrasts only. Then, they have
been proved for small and large contrasts in [10] through the analysis of
the spectrum of the Neumann-Poincaré operator. Studying a similar ho-
mogenization problem for Maxwell’s system, the authors of [11] investigated
the above scalar problem and obtained the precise values of the bounds
κY and κ′Y through a variational approach (these bounds are related to
the constants m and M of Theorem 3.14 in [11]). Let us emphasize that
these results have been also obtained for small and large contrasts using the
T−coercivity method when studying the homogenization of a scalar prob-
lem in thin periodic domains (see [13]).

More precisely, assertions 1 and 2 are proved in [13] using two distinct
T−coercivity operators depending on the value (large or small) of the con-
trast (see Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.10 for assertion 1 and Theorem
3.6 for assertion 2). They can also be found in Theorem 3.14 and Theorem
4.1 of [11] where the proof is based on variational arguments and differ-
ent T−coercivity operators. The proof of assertion 3 can be found in [10,
Corollary 5.1] or [11, Proposition 4.2]. Finally, assertion 4 is proved in [10,
Proposition 5.5.].

It is worth noticing that the third assertion of Proposition 3.1 implies,
in particular, that under assumption (3.6), the operator Ahom defined by

Ahomu := −div (ahom∇u), ∀u ∈ D(Ahom),

where D(Ahom) := {u ∈ H1
0 (Ω) | div (ahom∇u) ∈ L2(Ω)}, is a positive and

selfadjoint operator with compact resolvent. Thus, it is diagonalizable with
an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions associated with a sequence of strictly
positive eigenvalues (λhom

n )n>1 tending to +∞. In the sequel, we set

Λhom := {λhom
n , n > 1}. (3.9)
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It is also worth mentioning that the first assertion of Proposition 3.1 implies
that, for extreme contrasts (i.e. if condition (3.6) is satisfied), Aε = Aε0 +Kε

is a Fredholm operator.
We end this section with the following Corollary.

Corollary 3.2. Assume that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6). Then,

there exists ε∗ such that for every (fixed) ε ∈ (0, ε∗), Aε = Aε0 + Kε is a
Fredholm operator of index 0.

Proof. The result follows immediately from the invertibility of Aε0, according
to the first assertion in Proposition 3.1, and the fact that Kε ∈ L(H1

0 (Ω)) is a
compact operator. The last assertion on Kε is a consequence of its definition
(2.7), due to the compactness of the trace operator for fixed ε.

4 Case 1: Weak coupling

This section deals with problem (2.3) in the case where γ = 1. The main
result is stated in Theorem 4.2. We notice in the homogenized problem
(4.3) the presence of an extra-term of order zero, coming from the properly
scaled flux jump function r. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is done by a non-
standard argument. More precisely, we start by establishing in Proposition
4.5 the homogenization result, assuming the uniform energy estimate (4.8).
Next, we prove by contradiction in Proposition 4.7 that this uniform energy
estimate is indeed satisfied, under suitable assumptions on the data.

4.1 Main result

In the Appendix, we recall, following [19], the definitions and the main
properties for the periodic unfolding operators. These operators will be
used in the homogenization process. According to Chapter 1 of [19], one
has the following classical convergence results.

Lemma 4.1. Let (uε) be a sequence in H1
0 (Ω) satisfying the uniform energy

estimate
‖∇uε‖L2(Ω) 6 C.

Then, there exist u ∈ H1
0 (Ω) and û ∈ L2(Ω, H1

per(Y )), with MY (û) = 0,
such that, up to a subsequence, we have the following convergence results as
ε→ 0:

T ε(uε)→ u strongly in L2(Ω, H1(Y )),

T ε(∇uε) ⇀ ∇u+∇yû weakly in L2(Ω× Y ),

T ε(uε)−MY (T ε(uε))
ε

⇀ yM · ∇u+ û weakly in L2(Ω, H1(Y )).

(4.1)
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We can now state the main result of this Section.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that γ = 1 in (2.3) and that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6). Assume also that

−(r,1)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom, (4.2)

where Λhom is the spectrum defined in (3.9).
Then, there exists ε∗ such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗), problem (2.3) (or,

equivalently, the weak formulation (2.4)) admits a unique solution uε. More-
over, uε converges, in the sense of (4.1), to (u, û) ∈ H1

0 (Ω)×L2(Ω, H1
per,�(Y )),

where u is the unique solution of the well-posed homogenized problem{
−div (ahom∇u) + (r,1)L2(Γ) u = f in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(4.3)

and

û(x, y) =
N∑
j=1

∂u

∂xj
(x)χj(y). (4.4)

Here, ahom is the homogenized matrix, given, for i, j = 1, . . . , N , by

ahom
ij =

∫
Y

(
aij +

N∑
k=1

aik
∂χj

∂yk

)
dy, (4.5)

in terms of the cell functions χj ∈ H1
per(Y ) (j = 1, . . . , N), solving the

following well-posed cell problem:{
−divy

(
a(y)(∇yχj + ej)

)
= 0, in Y,

MY (χj) = 0,
(4.6)

which reads equivalently

−∆χj1 = 0 in Y1,

−∆χj2 = 0 in Y2,

χj1 − χ
j
2 = 0 on Γ,

a1∂nχ
j
1 − a2∂nχ

j
2 = −(a1 − a2)(ej · n) on Γ,

MY (χj) = 0.

(4.7)

Remark 4.3. Let us note that if (r,1)L2(Γ) > 0, then condition (4.2) is

automatically satisfied, since Λhom ⊂ (0,+∞).

Remark 4.4. Note that the cell problems (4.7) coincide with those obtained
for r ≡ 0, namely problems (3.5).

Theorem 4.2 follows from the results given in Proposition 4.5 and Propo-
sition 4.7, respectively, which are proved in the next two subsections.
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4.2 Proof of the homogenization result under uniform energy
estimate condition

Proposition 4.5. Assume that γ = 1 in (2.3) and that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6). Let (uε) be a sequence of solutions of problem (2.3) (or,
equivalently, of the weak formulation (2.4)) satisfying the uniform estimate

‖∇uε‖L2(Ω) 6 C. (4.8)

Then, the following properties hold true:

1. The cell-problems (4.7) are well-posed and the homogenized coefficients
(4.5) are well-defined.

2. The sequence (uε) converges, in the sense of (4.1), to (u, û) ∈ H1
0 (Ω)×

L2(Ω, H1
per,�), where u solves (4.3) and û is given by (4.4).

Proof.
1. This statement follows from the second assertion in Proposition 3.1.
2. The passage to the limit in the variational formulation (2.4) is done by

using the periodic unfolding method (see, for instance, [19] and the references
therein). We recall in the Appendix the results from [19] that we use in the
paper.

In order to get the limit problem (4.3), we unfold the variational formu-
lation (2.4) and, then, we take in the unfolded problem the admissible test
function

v = ϕ(x) + εω(x)ψ
(x
ε

)
, (4.9)

with ϕ, ω ∈ D(Ω) and ψ ∈ H1
per(Y ). The following convergences hold true:

T ε(v)→ ϕ strongly in L2(Ω× Y ), (4.10)

T ε(∇v)→ ∇ϕ+∇yΦ strongly in L2(Ω× Y ), (4.11)

where Φ(x, y) = ω(x)ψ(y). The passage to the limit with ε → 0 in the
unfolded formulation of problem (2.4) is standard, by using convergences
(4.1) and (4.10)-(4.11). In this way, we are led to∫

Ω×Y
a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · (∇ϕ+∇yΦ) dx dy

+

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)uϕdx dσy =

∫
Ω×Y

fϕdx dy, (4.12)

which holds, by standard density arguments, for all ϕ ∈ H1
0 (Ω) and Φ ∈

L2(Ω, H1
per(Y )).
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By taking successively in (4.12) ϕ = 0 and, respectively, Φ = 0, we get∫
Ω×Y

a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · ∇yΦ dx dy = 0 (4.13)

and∫
Ω×Y

a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · ∇ϕdx dy +

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)uϕdx dσy =

∫
Ω×Y

fϕdx dy.

(4.14)
Using now the factorization (4.4) and (4.6), we obtain immediately the
homogenized problem (4.3), with the homogenized coefficients given by
(4.5).

Remark 4.6. The result of Proposition 4.5 can be easily generalized to the
case where the right-hand side in (2.3) is a sequence (fn) strongly converging
to some limit f in L2(Ω).

4.3 Proof of the uniform energy estimate

Proposition 4.7. Assume that γ = 1 and that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies

(3.6). Assume also that

−(r,1)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom,

where Λhom is the spectrum defined in (3.9).
Then, there exists ε∗ such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗), problem (2.3) (or,

equivalently, the weak formulation (2.4)) admits a unique solution uε. More-
over, the uniform estimate

‖∇uε‖L2(Ω) 6 C (4.15)

holds for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists a sequence εn → 0 such
that problem (2.3) is not well-posed for ε = εn. According to Corollary 3.2
and to the Fredholm alternative, the well-posedness of (2.3) is equivalent
to the question of the uniqueness of its solution. Hence, there exists a
sequence denoted (un) of non-zero solutions of (2.3) for ε = εn with f = 0.
We can suppose without loss of generality that ‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1. Using the
equivalent weak formulation (2.4) of (2.3), we have thus

‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1, Aεn(un, v) = 0, ∀v ∈ H1
0 (Ω). (4.16)

Similarly, if we assume by contradiction that (4.15) is not satisfied, we obtain
the existence of a sequence (un) in H1

0 (Ω) and a sequence of right-hand sides

12



(fn) in L2(Ω) such that

‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1, ‖fn‖L2(Ω) → 0,

Aεn(un, v) =

∫
Ω
fnv dx, ∀v ∈ H1

0 (Ω).
(4.17)

Since (4.16) can be seen as a particular case of (4.17) (corresponding to
a null sequence (fn)), the proposition will be proved if we can derive a
contradiction when assuming (4.17). Hence, from now on, let us assume
that (un) and (fn) satisfy (4.17). According to Proposition 4.5 and Remark
4.6, we can pass to the limit in (4.17) and obtain that un weakly converges
in H1

0 (Ω) (and strongly in L2(Ω)) to the solution u of the following problem{
−div (ahom∇u) + (r,1)L2(Γ) u = 0 in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.
(4.18)

Since −(r,1)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom, we have u = 0.
On the other hand, using the definition (2.5) of the bilinear formAεn(·, ·),

(4.17), we get∫
Ω
aεn∇un · ∇v dx =

∫
Ω
fnv dx− εn

∫
Γεn

rεnunv dσx.

Choosing v = Tεnun in the above relation, where Tε is the T−coercivity
operator from Proposition 3.1, we obtain from (3.7) that:

α‖∇un‖2L2(Ω) 6

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
fn Tεnun dx

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣εn ∫
Γεn

rεnun Tεnun dσx

∣∣∣∣ . (4.19)

According to Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 in [13], we have

(Tεnun)|Γεn =

{
un for κ > κY ,

−un + 2Mεn
2 (un) for 0 < κ < 1/κ′Y ,

(4.20)

whereMεn
2 (un) is the function, piecewise constant on each cell εY k

2 , defined
on Ωε

2 by:

Mεn
2 (un)(x) :=

1

|εnY k
2 |

∫
εnY k

2

un dx, ∀x ∈ εY k
2 .

Below, we deal separately with the cases of large and small contrasts.

The case of large contrasts: κ > κY . Substituting (4.20) in (4.19), we ob-
tain that

α‖∇un‖2L2(Ω) 6

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
fnTεnun dx

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣εn ∫
Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx

∣∣∣∣ . (4.21)
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Let us prove that the two terms of the right-hand side of (4.21) tend
to zero, which will provide the desired contradiction, since ‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1
and α > 0.

Concerning the first term
∫

Ω fnT
εnun dx, it is enough to notice that (fn)

converges to 0 strongly in L2(Ω) and that (Tεnun) is bounded in H1
0 (Ω),

since Tεn is uniformly bounded in L(H1
0 (Ω)).

Concerning the second term, we note that, by unfolding, according with
Proposition 6.2(iii), it can be written as follows :

εn

∫
Γεn

rεn(x)|un(x)|2 dσx =

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)|T εn(un)(x, y)|2 dx dσy.

Using in the above equality the continuity of the trace operator on Γ, the
identity ∇y(T εu) = εT ε(∇u) (see Proposition 6.2(iv)), and the boundedness
of the function r, we get∣∣∣∣εn ∫

Γεn

rεn(x)|un(x)|2 dσx

∣∣∣∣ 6 C
{
‖T εn(un)‖2L2(Ω×Y ) + ε2

n‖T εn(∇un)‖2L2(Ω×Y )

}
.

Since ‖un‖L2(Ω) → 0, it follows from Proposition 6.3(ii) that ‖T εn(un)‖L2(Ω×Y )

tends to zero. On the other hand, since ‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1, it follows from
Proposition 6.2(i) and 6.2(ii) that ‖T εn(∇un)‖L2(Ω×Y ) = 1. Hence,

lim
n→+∞

εn

∫
Γεn

rεn(x)|un(x)|2 dσx = 0 (4.22)

and the proof is complete for large contrasts.

The case of small contrasts: 0 < κ < 1/κ′Y . In this case, the last term in

(4.19) reads as follows

εn

∫
Γεn

rεnun Tεnun dσx = εn

∫
Γεn

rεnun (−un + 2Mεn
2 (un)) dσx

= εn

∫
Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx

−2εn

∫
Γεn

rεnun (un −Mεn
2 (un)) dσx.

Since the first term of the right-hand side in the above equation tends to
zero according to (4.22), it suffices to prove that the second one also tends
to zero. Using Proposition 6.2(iii), we get that:

εn

∫
Γεn

rεnun (un −Mεn
2 (un)) dσx =∫

Ω×Γ
r(y)T εn(un) (T εn(un)−MY2(T εn(un))) dx dσy. (4.23)

14



One can prove as above (in the case of large contrasts) that

T εn(un) −→ 0 in L2(Ω× Γ). (4.24)

Setting as in [20]

Un :=
T εn(un)−MY2(T εn(un))

εn
,

we note that Un ∈ L2(Ω, H1(Y2)), since un ∈ H1
0 (Ω). By the Poincaré-

Wirtinger inequality applied in the domain Y2, we have

‖Un‖L2(Ω×Y2) =

∥∥∥∥T εn(un)−MY2(T εn(un))

εn

∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω×Y2)

6 C

∥∥∥∥∇yT εn(un)

εn

∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω×Y2)

= C‖T εn(∇un)‖L2(Ω×Y2)

6 C.

Moreover, using the definition of Un and Proposition 6.2(iv), we get

‖∇Un‖L2(Ω×Y2) =

∥∥∥∥ 1

εn
∇yT εn(un)

∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω×Y2)

= ‖T εn(∇un)‖L2(Ω×Y2) 6 C.

Consequently, by the trace inequality,

T εn(un)−MY2(T εn(un)) = εnUn −→ 0 in L2(Ω× Γ). (4.25)

Plugging (4.24) and (4.25) in (4.23), we obtain the desired result.

Remark 4.8. Let us remark that Theorem 4.2 also holds true in the elliptic
case, namely when both a1 and a2 are positive. In this case, the result holds
true for any value of the contrast κ.

5 Case 2: Strong coupling

This section deals with problem (2.3) in the case γ = 0, under the additional
assumption thatMΓ(r) = 0. The main result is stated in Theorem 5.1. We
first remark the presence of ξ, a scalar function which is the unique solution
of the additional cell problem (5.1). This function ξ appears, as expected,
in the corrector (5.4) and gives rise in the homogenized problem (5.3) to an
extra-term of order zero, namely (r, ξ)L2(Γ)u. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is
done by using the same type of nonstandard argument as in Section 4.
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5.1 Main result

Theorem 5.1. Assume that γ = 0 in (2.3) and that MΓ(r) = 0. Assume

also that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6). Then, there exists a unique

Y -periodic scalar function ξ solution of the following well-posed cell problem:

−∆ξ1 = 0 in Y1,

−∆ξ2 = 0 in Y2,

ξ1 − ξ2 = 0 on Γ,

a1∂nξ1 − a2∂nξ2 = r(y) on Γ,

MY (ξ) = 0.

(5.1)

If we assume in addition that

−(r, ξ)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom, (5.2)

where Λhom is the spectrum defined in (3.9), then there exists ε∗ such that for
all ε ∈ (0, ε∗), problem (2.3) (or, equivalently, the weak formulation (2.4))
admits a unique solution uε. Furthermore, uε converges, in the sense of
(4.1), to (u, û) ∈ H1

0 (Ω) × L2(Ω, H1
per,�(Y )), where u is the unique solution

of the well-posed homogenized problem{
−div (ahom∇u) + (r, ξ)L2(Γ) u = f in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω
(5.3)

and

û(x, y) =
N∑
j=1

∂u

∂xj
(x)χj(y) + ξ(y)u(x). (5.4)

Here, ahom is the homogenized matrix defined in (4.5)-(4.6).

Remark 5.2. According to (5.1), one has∫
Y
a(y)∇ξ · ∇ξ′ dy = −

∫
Γ
rξ′ dσy ∀ξ′ ∈ H1

per,�(Y ).

We first remark that in the elliptic case (i.e. when both a1 and a2 are
positive), by taking ξ′ = ξ in the above relation, we get (r, ξ)L2(Γ) < 0. In
the non-elliptic case studied here, the same choice of test function leads to a
term with indefinite sign. Thus, we need to use a T−coercivity argument in
the cell Y. More precisely, we use the results proved in [13] (see Proposition
3.3 for κ > κY and Proposition 3.5 for κ < 1/κ′Y therein). First of all, for
κ > κY , there exists an operator TY ∈ L(H1

per,�(Y )) such that:

α‖∇ξ‖2L2(Y ) 6
∫
Y
a(y)∇ξ · ∇(TY ξ) dy = −

∫
Γ
rTY ξ dσy.
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Using the fact that, on Γ, TY ξ is equal to ξ up to an additive constant,
we obtain that (r, ξ)L2(Γ) < 0, since MΓ(r) = 0. Hence, assumption (5.2)
is needed to ensure the well-posedness of the homogenized problem (5.3) for
large contrasts. On the contrary, condition (5.2) is always satisfied for small
contrasts since, in this case, TY ξ is equal on Γ to −ξ up to an additive
constant, and, hence, one has (r, ξ)L2(Γ) > 0.

5.2 Proof of the homogenization result under uniform energy
estimate condition

Proposition 5.3. Assume that γ = 0 in (2.3) and that MΓ(r) = 0. As-

sume that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6) and let (uε) be a sequence of

solutions of problem (2.3) (or, equivalently, of the weak formulation (2.4))
satisfying the uniform estimate

‖∇uε‖L2(Ω) 6 C. (5.5)

Then, the following properties hold true:

1. The cell-problems (4.7) and (5.1) are well-posed.

2. uε converges, in the sense of (4.1), to (u, û) ∈ H1
0 (Ω)×L2(Ω, H1

per,�(Y ))
defined as in Theorem 5.1.

Proof.
1. The well-posedness of the cell problems (4.7) and (5.1) for contrasts

satisfying (3.6) follows from the second assertion in Proposition 3.1, applied
for g = (a1 − a2)(ej · n) and for g = −r, respectively.

2. The passage to the limit in the variational formulation (2.4) is done by
using the periodic unfolding method. We start by unfolding this variational
formulation. Using Proposition 6.2, we obtain the unfolded problem∫

Ω×Y
T ε(Aε)T ε(∇uε) · T ε(∇v) dx dy +

1

ε

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)T εb (uε)T εb (v) dx dσy

=

∫
Ω×Y
T ε(f)T ε(v) dx dy,

for all v ∈ H1
0 (Ω).

Choosing in the unfolded problem the test function (4.9) and using con-
vergences (4.1) and (4.10)-(4.11), one can pass to the limit with ε→ 0. The
only term which needs more attention is the one involving the function r.
One has the following convergence result:

1

ε

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)T εb (uε)T εb (v) dx dσy −→
∫

Ω×Γ
r(y)û(x, y)ϕ(x) dx dσy

+

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)u(x)ω(x)ψ(y) dx dσy, (5.6)
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whose proof uses in an essential way the fact that the mean value of r over
Γ is zero (see [26] and [15]).

Passing to the limit in the unfolded problem and using standard density
arguments, we obtain that for all ϕ ∈ H1

0 (Ω) and Φ ∈ L2(Ω, H1
per(Y )) one

has:∫
Ω×Y

a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · (∇ϕ+∇yΦ) dx dy +

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)ûϕdx dσy

+

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)uΦ dx dσy =

∫
Ω×Y

fϕdx dy.

By taking successively in the above relation ϕ = 0 and Φ = 0, we get

∫
Ω×Y

a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · ∇yΦ dx dy +

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)uΦ dx dσy = 0 (5.7)

and∫
Ω×Y

a(y)(∇u+∇yû) · ∇ϕdx dy +

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)ûϕdx dσy =

∫
Ω×Y

fϕdx dy.

(5.8)
Using now the factorization (5.4), the cell problems (4.6) and (5.1), the

symmetry of the matrix a, and the compatibility condition (i = 1, . . . , N)∫
Y
aij(y)

∂ξ

∂yj
(y) dy +

∫
Γ
r(y)χi(y) dσy = 0,

we obtain as in [5] and [15] the homogenized problem (5.3), with the ho-
mogenized coefficients given by (4.5).

Remark 5.4. The result of Proposition 5.3 can be easily generalized to the
case where the right-hand side is a sequence (fn) strongly converging to some
limit f in L2(Ω).

5.3 Proof of the uniform energy estimate

Proposition 5.5. Assume that γ = 0 in (2.3) and thatMΓ(r) = 0. Assume

also that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies (3.6)and that

−(r, ξ)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom,

where ξ solves the cell problem (5.1) and Λhom is the spectrum defined in
(3.9).

Then, there exists ε∗ such that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗), problem (2.3) (or,
equivalently, the weak formulation (2.4)) admits a unique solution uε. More-
over, the uniform estimate

‖∇uε‖L2(Ω) 6 C (5.9)

holds for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗).
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Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the one of Proposition 4.7,
but it is slightly more technical. Let us point out the main differences.
Proceeding by contradiction, as in Proposition 4.7, we obtain the existence
of a sequence εn → 0 and of two corresponding sequences (un) in H1

0 (Ω)
and (fn) in L2(Ω) such that:

‖∇un‖L2(Ω) = 1, ‖fn‖L2(Ω) → 0,∫
Ω
aεn∇un · ∇v dx+

∫
Γεn

rεnunv dσx =

∫
Ω
fnv dx, ∀v ∈ H1

0 (Ω).
(5.10)

Moreover, by assumption −(r, ξ)L2(Γ) /∈ Λhom and, according to the ho-
mogenization result of Proposition 5.3 and Remark 5.4, we can prove that
un converges to 0 weakly in H1

0 (Ω) and strongly in L2(Ω). In addition, the
two-scale convergence results (4.1) and the trace theorem imply that

T εn(un)→ 0 strongly in L2(Ω, H1(Y )) (5.11)

and
T εn(un)−Mn

ε
is bounded in L2(Ω× Γ), (5.12)

where Mn is the function of the macroscopic variable defined by:

Mn(x) :=MY (T εn(un)(x, y)) =
1

|Y |

∫
Y
T εn(un)(x, y) dy.

As in the proof of Proposition 4.7, we choose in (5.10) the test function
v = Tεnun, where Tε is the T−coercivity operator defined in (4.20). We
consider separately the cases of large and small contrasts.

The case of large contrasts: κ > κY . In this case, we have Tεnun = un and
the use of the coercivity result (3.7) in (5.10) yields

α‖∇un‖2L2(Ω) 6

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
fnTεnun dx

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx

∣∣∣∣ .
Since un is normalized in H1

0 (Ω) and since the first term of the right-hand
side of the above relation tends to zero (as in the proof of Proposition
4.7), the desired contradiction will be obtained if we show that the term
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∫
Γεn r

εn |un|2 dσx tends to zero. To do so, we rewrite this term as follows:∫
Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx =
1

εn

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)|T εn(un)|2 dσx

=
1

εn

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y) [T εn(un)−Mn] T εn(un) dσx

+
1

εn

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)MnT εn(un) dσx

=

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)
T εn(un)−Mn

εn
T εn(un) dσx

+

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)
T εn(un)−Mn

εn
Mn dσx

+
1

εn

∫
Ω×Γ

r(y)M2
n dσx.

Since r has zero mean value on Γ and Mn depends only on x, the last term
in the above relation vanishes. Moreover, due to (5.12), we have∣∣∣∣∫

Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx

∣∣∣∣ 6 C‖r‖L∞(Γ)

(
‖T εn(un)‖L2(Ω×Γ) + ‖Mn‖L2(Ω×Γ)

)
.

The left-hand side tends to zero when ε tends to zero. Indeed, by using the
same arguments as in Proposition 4.7, we have

‖T εn(un)‖L2(Ω×Γ) 6 C
{
‖T εn(un)‖2L2(Ω×Y ) + ε2

n‖T εn(∇un)‖2L2(Ω×Y )

}
.

Finally, the last term ‖Mn‖L2(Ω×Γ) = |Γ|
1
2 ‖Mn‖L2(Ω) also tends to zero by

using statement (i) of Proposition 1.25 in [19], applied to vε = un.

The case of small contrasts: 0 < κ < 1/κ′Y . In this case, we have on Γεn

Tεnun = −un + 2Mεn
2 (un).

The use of the T−coercivity result (3.7) in (5.10) implies that

α‖∇un‖2L2(Ω) 6

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
fnTεnun dx

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
Γεn

rεnun(−un + 2Mεn
2 (un)) dσx

∣∣∣∣
6

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω
fnTεnun dx

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
Γεn

rεn |un|2 dσx

∣∣∣∣
+2

∣∣∣∣∫
Γεn

rεnun (un −Mεn
2 (un))

∣∣∣∣ .
The two first terms above have been already proved to converge to zero, the
computations being the same as those detailed above for large contrasts.
Following exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.7 for
the case of small contrasts, we show that the last term also converges to
zero and the proof is completed.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the homogenization of a class of scalar prob-
lems stated in a composite medium made up of two ε-periodically distributed
materials with different signs, in the presence of a flux jump at the interface.
Two typical limit cases were considered: the case of weak coupling (γ = 1)
and the one of strong coupling (γ = 0). The proof is achieved by contra-
diction, taking advantage of the fact that the homogenized problems are of
Fredholm type.

The same technique used here might also work for the class of problems{
−div (aε∇uε) + βuε = f in Ω,

uε = 0 on ∂Ω,
(6.1)

where aε is as in the present paper and β is a given real number. Indeed,
proceeding by contradiction like we did in this paper, one can prove that
the solution uε of problem (6.1) converges weakly in H1

0 (Ω) to the unique
solution u of the homogenized problem{

−div
(
ahom∇u

)
+ βu = f in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.

This convergence holds true provided that the contrast κ =
a1

|a2|
satisfies

(3.6) and that −β /∈ Λhom, where Λhom is the spectrum defined in (3.9).
In [14], we treated a non-elliptic double-porosity problem of the form

(6.1) (with a1 = 1 and a2 = −ε2), only for β = 0. The case β > 0, which
was left open there (see Remark 3.4, problem (3.10)), as well as the case
β < 0, might also be solved by applying the approach used in this paper.

Appendix

We recall here the definitions of the periodic unfolding operators and some
of their properties. We refer the reader to the monograph of Ciorănescu,
Damlamian and Griso [19].

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the domain Ω is exactly
covered by en entire number of cells εY k = ε(k + Y ) (k ∈ ZN ). Moreover,
we omit to write the measure of Y , since it equals 1 if Y = (0, 1)N .

For x ∈ RN , we denote by [x] its integer part in ZN , such that x−[x] ∈ Y ,
where Y = (0, 1)N . We set {x} = x − [x] for x ∈ RN . In particular, for a.
e. x ∈ RN and every ε > 0, one has

x = ε
[x
ε

]
+ ε

{x
ε

}
. (6.2)

Definition 6.1. (Unfolding Operators)
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(i) For every function ϕ Lebesgue measurable in Ω, the periodic unfolding
operator T ε is defined by

T ε(ϕ)(x, y) = ϕ
(
ε
[x
ε

]
+ εy

)
for (x, y) ∈ Ω× Y.

(ii) For every function ϕ Lebesgue measurable on Γε, the boundary un-
folding operator T εb is defined by

T εb (ϕ)(x, y) = ϕ
(
ε
[x
ε

]
+ εy

)
for (x, y) ∈ Ω× Γ.

We remark that the operators T ε and T εb are linear and continuous. We
list below some of their properties, that we use throughout the paper.

Proposition 6.2.

(i) If v ∈ L1(Ω), then∫
Ω

v(x) dx =

∫
Ω×Y

T ε(v)(x, y) dx dy.

(ii) If v, w are Lebesgue measurable functions, then

T ε(vw) = T ε(v)T ε(w).

(iii) If v ∈ L1(Γε), then∫
Γε

v(x) dσx =
1

ε

∫
Ω×Γ
T εb (v)(x, y) dx dσy.

(iv) If v ∈ H1(Ω), then T ε(∇v) ∈ L2(Ω, H1(Y )) and

T ε(∇v) =
1

ε
∇y(T ε(∇v)).

(v) Let w be Lebesgue measurable in Y , extended by Y -periodicity to the

whole space RN and define the sequence wε(x) = w
(x
ε

)
. Then,

T ε(wε|Ω)(x, y) = w(y).

(vi) If v ∈ H1(Ω), then

T εb (v) = T εα (v)|Ω×Γ.

(vii) If w ∈ Lp(Γ), p > 1, is Y -periodic and wε(x) = w
(x
ε

)
, then

T εb (wε)(x) = T εb (w)
(x
ε

)
= w(y).
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The next proposition recalls the main general convergence results used
in this paper.

Proposition 6.3.

(i) If v ∈ L2(Ω), then T ε(v)→ v strongly in L2(Ω× Y ).

(ii) If vε strongly converges to v in L2(Ω), then

T ε(vε)→ v strongly in L2(Ω× Y ).

(iii) If vε weakly converges to v in H1(Ω), then

T ε(vε) ⇀ v weakly in L2(Ω;H1(Y ))

and there exists v̂ ∈ L2(Ω;H1
per(Y )) with MY (v̂) = 0 such that, up to a

subsequence,

T ε(∇vε) ⇀ ∇v +∇yv̂ weakly in L2(Ω× Y ),

T εb (vε) ⇀ v weakly in L2(Ω× Γ).
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